The Master and Margarita

“Manuscripts don’t burn”

By Mikhail Bulgakov

Directed and adapted by
Aleksandar Lukac

Mikhail Bulgakov’s *Master and Margarita* is one of the most beloved novels from the Soviet era. It is considered to be the peak of Bulgakov’s work: mixing autobiographical material with serious accounts of Stalinist terror, the striving for freedom of thought, and a darkly humorous satire that turns into a fantastical discourse on courage. Although banned for decades, since its “discovery” it has spawned numerous adaptations for stage, television and film. We have used several sources to construct our own story in celebration of the artist’s relentless search for freedom and dignity.
Cast:

Master/Yeshua Andrew Snider
Margarita Sandra Vadasz
Ivan “The Wanderer” Bryan Steinberg
Woland/Afranius Kate Morrison
Berlioz/Behemoth Tameika Thomas
Trepan Trepanovich Jolene John
Hella Alyse Nahmias
Natasha Kelly Taylor
Rimsky Alana Snider
Pagoda Ittai Elion-Jourard
Azazello/ Dr. Stravinsky 1 Toros Maydossian
Dr. Stravinsky 2 Maia Alvina
Pilate Jonathan Desrosiers
Nurse/Frieda/Kaifa/Secretary Ashely Reinhardt

Director.......................... Aleksandar Lukac
Production Manager .................. Duncan Appleton
Stage Manager ...................... Kirsty Papadimitropoulos
Assistant Stage Mgr................. Allana Smith
Set Director.......................... Lisa Van Oorschot
Lighting Designer .................. Matt Kensett
Lighting Operator .................. Malcolm Lishingman
Sound.............................. Malcolm Lishingman
Costume Designer .................. Kirsty Papadimitropoulos
Costume Assistant ................. Marieta Shanouda
Makeup & Hair ...................... Marieta Shanouda
Props................................. Lisa Tran &
....................................................... Mary Ho
Video Designer..................... Duncan Appleton
Assistant Video Designer & Operator ...... Ruthie Valkenburg
Camera Operator.................. Nalisa Marie-Buller
Poster Design ...................... Geneviève Melanson
Publicity/Program .................. Nalisa Marie-Buller
Lobby Display ...................... Nalisa Marie-Buller &
....................................................... Allana Smith
Special Thanks To:

Marc Audette, Marlin Shanouda, Ville Papas, Michale Van Oorschot, Lauren Alexa Hamlin, Erskine Candleshoe

Upcoming Productions in Theatre Glendon

La Machine à Dire présente:
Jacques, ou la soumission
D’Eugène Ionesco
Le 1-9 Mai, 2009

The Glendon Fridge Festival
May 20th to 23rd, 2009

Guillaume Bernardi Coordinator of Drama Studies
Duncan Appleton Technical Coordinator
Mat Kensett Assistant Technical Coordinator
Theatre Glendon Presents

MASTER AND MARGARITA

by Mikhail Bulgakov
adapted and directed by
Aleksandar Lukač

April 21-25 at 8:00
April 23 at 5:30
Student 5$
Adult 10$

2275 Bayview Avenue
at Lawrence
Reservations: 416-487-6822
www.theatreglendon.com
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